ABOUT THE BOOK:
A GIRL from Shropshire who got to work with
and fell in love with the Prince of Wales, Sarah
Goodall served as secretary to his Highness for
twelve years.
Appointed a Member of the
Royal Victorian Order before leaving her post,
Sarah worked behind the palace gates during
an amazing period in the history of the royal
family.

FROM THE AUTHOR:
“…I cannot imagine that the neurotic blatherings of a Bridget Jones at
the Palace will be of any interest to solemn historians. But I hope it
has given you, my patient reader, an insight into life amongst the
Royals during this most extraordinary period of their history… sharing
the unalloyed pleasure it gave an astonished girl from rural
Shropshire.”
- Sarah Goodall
Author, The Palace Diaries

SUGESSTED INTERVIEW & ARTICLE TOPICS
FOR SARAH GOODALL:

ABOUT THE BOOK:
A HILARIOUS, light-hearted look at life
behind the scenes of the Royal Palaces,
The Palace Diaries is the memoir of a girl
from rural England who finds herself
working not only behind the palace gates
but for His Royal Highness, The Prince of
Wales. From the most mundane activities
of a Lady Clerk at St. James Palace to the
evenings spent socializing with the heir to
the throne, Sarah Goodall chronicles it all,
providing her reader with a real window into
the world she inhabited for twelve years.
THINK Bridget Jones and Sex in the City,
and throw in Royal intrigue set amongst the
backdrop of Royal Palaces and the upper
levels of British Society, and you have The
Palace Diaries.
UNFLINCHINGLY honest, always good
humored, and clearly in love with her flesh
and blood Prince, Goodall shares with her
readers experiences of which most
commoners can only dream.
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How the British actually feel about the Monarchy?
Back story on Charles and Camilla — thing we don’t know.
The real Prince Charles—and why she had such a crush on him.
Will Charles ever be King or will it be passed directly to William?
How William and Harry really feel about Camilla and how she
feels about them?
The relevance of the Monarchy in today’s society.
Have the British really accepted Camilla?
Insight on The Palace Diaries.
How the British feel about the upcoming U.S. presidential
election?

“A really, really good read.”
– Sharon Osborne
SARAH GOODALL will be speaking throughout the country.
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